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Comparative performance matching for any metrology data 
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IInnssttaallllaattiioonn,,  DDaattaa  LLooaaddiinngg  aanndd  GGrraapphhiiccss  

Please see the TEA Systems note “Getting Started with TEA Systems Products” for this information. 

You can download this article from: 

http://www.teasystems.com/GettingStarted_TEAproducts.pdf 

Topics include: 

1) First Product Installation, Product Upgrades & Removal 

2) License Installation 

3) Initial Data Loading for Importing of Raw Data and Weir Data Workbook formats 

4) Graphic Interface for Focus Exposure Matrix (FEM) Layout Entry of Data 

5) Working with Graphics and Plots 

6) Data Culling Overview 

7) Hardware and Software Requirements of the tool. 

Note: Vector Raptor Analyses are directed toward overlay and registration data. However, any form of 
metrology data can be imported and analyzed. You can then use you own models to discover 
process or tool-systematic responses in the data using the Vector Raptor model interface or Weir. 

VVeeccttoorr  RRaappttoorr  ((VVRR))  MMaattcchhiinngg  

Easily analyze process response using Side-by-Side Comparison as well as Difference/Subtraction of any characterization or 

performance data. 

VVVeeeccctttooorrr   RRRaaappptttooorrr   MMMaaatttccchhhiiinnnggg   
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VR Matching® provides an interactive, graphic toolset to comparatively quantify and model changes in Inter-Lot or Intra-Lot 

performance as well as process and tool stability of metrology data. Outputs consist of descriptive graphics, statistics and 

reports that are stored in the data workbook. 

With VR Matching you can see detailed results of process and tool corrections that result from sources such as multiple tool 

matching, lens heating, process alignment, post exposure bake (PEB) stability and alignment drift. VR Matching allows the 

engineer to: 

� Compare the performance of two or more scanners, feature designs, process coatings, recipes etc. 

� Also clearly measures single-scanner performance over time or across a single lot. 

� Compare two or more lots or datasets 

� Compare performance within a single, multi-wafer dataset 

� Subtract a reference wafer or lot from a second dataset 

� Subtract an average or selected field from a second dataset  

� Subtract a reference wafer or field from all wafers/fields within the same dataset 

� Save the subtracted data as a datasheet or a new workbook. 

� Model the difference-data using the Vector Raptor™ main interface. 

AApppplliiccaattiioonnss  

� Tool, Process and Systems Matching 

� Process comparative evaluation 

� Improved Process Window setup, expansion, extension without using Process Window Models. 

� Film, alignment mark, proximity correction and enhancement correction evaluation. 

VVRR  OOvveerrvviieeww  

Starting VR Matching 

• Start the program from the Windows Start Menu using the “VR Matching” key located in the “TEA Vector 

Raptor” submenu.   

• VR Matching can also be called from the Vector Raptor interface using either the “Tools/Matching” menu or the 

“Matching” button-bar icon. 

Loading Data Types 

Both raw data as well as data stored in the Weir Data Workbook format can be loaded into the interface. Two datasets must 

be loaded to perform a matching comparison; the Reference, left side, and the Match, or right-side, datasets.  The same 

dataset can be loaded as both reference and matching target to examine stability across a wafer or lot.  

The “File” menu contains the tools for loading both Reference and Match data. A history of recently used data files is 

maintained for ease of access and a “Workspace” menu selection will restore both data sets, Reference & Matching, last used 

as well as their display, data culling and analysis formats. 

Data Subtraction 

Data subtraction is conducted using the “Difference” interface. The “Reference” data is always subtracted from the “Match” 

data in the format: 

Difference = Match – Reference 
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Difference data can then be saved and loaded 

into the Vector Raptor interface for in-depth 

analysis and modeling. Data can be stored 

within the “Match” data workbook as a 

datasheet or in a new workbook using the 

name and location specified by the user.  

Data Tools 

Loaded data is fine-tuned for display and 

comparison by using the tools located in the 

“Data” and “Tools” menus shown in figure 1. 

The “Data/Data-Units Setup” provides an 

interface to define the units of measure for 

each variable; mm, um, cm, nm etc. This 

interface should only be needed if the 

information is not contained in the raw data 

file. 

Location of the measured sites on the wafer 

and field are fine tuned using the “Tools/Lot 

Setup” menu. This interface also allow the 

substrate size, notch location, die size as well 

as field centering the on the wafer to be 

adjusted. 

Use the “Orientation” tab to adjust the 

orientation of the Reference Data Set to the 

Matching data. This interface provides tools to 

adjust both the wafer-notch as well as the 

rotation of the data sites on the wafer. 

CCoommppaarraattiivvee  MMaattcchhiinngg  FFeeaattuurreess  

Performance comparative matching is analyzed by either a side-by-side comparison of the two datasets, figure 1. Reference 

data is always placed on the left side of the display and the Match dataset is located on the right side. 

Reports & Data Saved 

There are no direct reports generated by this comparative analysis.  

The data for each graphic or display can be viewed and saved from within the Excel workspace by using the “Data/View 

Data” menu. Sub-sets of data can be viewed in spreadsheet format by boxing-in the area of the graphic with the left mouse-

button and selecting the “Display selected data” menu option from the pop-up menu. 

Graph Setup 

The graph type and its format are specified in the “Plot Selection” tab.  Separate controls are provided for the Reference and 

Matching data plots. Figure 2 shows the control segment for the Reference graphic. Two command buttons are located at the 

top of the control area. The first of these buttons defines whether a full-wafer plot, as shown in figure 1, or a field-plot is 

displayed. Clicking the “Wafer” command button will change the plot and the button’s title to “Field”. 

 “Plot” button: Forces the plot to be recreated and displayed in the associated display window. 

Graph Type Combo: The type of graphic is selected from the drop-down combo-control. Plots from this control include: 

 

Figure 1: VR Matching Menus & comparative display. Wafer #1of the lot is 

used for the reference data and Wafers 2& 3 are used for comparison 
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Figure 3: “Matching” lot tab; data selection and control 

 

Figure 2: “Plot Selection” tab and the graph setup 

controls 

 

Statistics Check Box:  Select to turn on the display of 

statistics with the data plot. 

Scale Field: defines the maximum vector or scale value 

for the graphic. A zero setting allows the graphic to auto-scale.  The graph can be rescaled and edited after creation by right-

clicking on the graphic to initialize the graph editor. 

Reference & Match Tabs 

The reference and match lot data selection controls are located in the second and third tabs of the interface. Figure 3 presents 

the controls used for the “Comparative Matching” of data files. The reference data tab will contain an identical set of controls 

however the feature, family and wafer entries will reflect those found in the reference lot. 

Plot Command: The “Plot” command button will force a re-analysis and plotting of the data. 

Feature Selection: The most frequently used control on this page is the “Features” drop-down selection combo. This control 

defines the variable that will be used in the analysis. Since this example is an overlay data set, the first entry of the control 

will be “Vector” and the X-reg and Y-reg vectors of the data will be analyzed. To see the individual performance of the X-reg 

or Y-reg data simple select their variable names from the control.  

The Features control will contain up to nine variables depending upon the variables contained in the dataset. 

Family Selection: The “Family” control provides a powerful comparitive tool for the evaluation of process and design splits 

by simply loading the same dataset into both reference and matching interface elements but selecting different family 

designations for reference and match datasets.  

Feature families are defined on the “Sites” worksheet of the 

dataset. Families allow different feature structures such as 

overlay mark designs, film stacks, proximity, BARC thickness 

and via design to be differentiated in the data analysis. The 

“Family” check-box control provides a method of selecting a 

sub-set of the analysis data based upon the design components 

of the targets.  

The “Family” data concept is discussed in greater depth in the 

“GettingStarted_TEAproducts” document referenced at the start 

of this section. 

Wafer Selection: The identification names of the wafers in 

each metrology lot are presented in the “Wafers” check-box 

control. Similar to the “Family” control, Intra-Lot comparatives 

Selection Plot Type 

   Vector • 2-dimension vector plots of overlay 

and radial data color coded to vector 

magnitude 

• 1-dimension vector plots or single 

variable X-reg, Y-reg or any variable 

in the dataset as selected under the 

Reference or Matching tab controls. 

Contour Contour graphic plots 

Radial X-Y data plots as a function of the radial 

distance of the measured point from the center 

of the wafer or field. 

X-Y 

Vertical 

X-Y data plots as a function of the vertical (Y-

axis) location of the measured point relative to 

the center of the wafer or field. 

X-Y 

Horizontal 

X-Y data plots as a function of the horizontal 

(X-axis) location of the measured point relative 

to the center of the wafer or field. 
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Figure 4: Y-reg Variable histogram with population box 

plot and quartile thresholds at the plot bottom. 

 

Figure 5: Button Bar graphic controls 

located on upper-right corner of each 

graphic display. 

can be performed by loading the same dataset into both 

reference and matching interfaces and then defining the 

wafers to include for each analysis segment. Checking a 

wafer-ID will result in that wafer being included in the 

analysis. 

Culling by Variable Limit:  

Semiconductor process data populations are always highly 

systematic and will be more tightly distributed than would be 

anticipated by the Normal Distribution of a random sampling. 

Variations from this normal spread result from both feature 

acquisition and measurement problems of the metrology tool 

or poor feature definition of the process. This characteristic 

provides a highly accurate method of data culling for 

improved performance comparisons. Points that deviate from 

the anticipated narrow population spread Data points can be 

culled based upon their distance from the median of the 

measured population by using the “Variable Cull” control set. 

Histogram: A graph of the selected is generated when the “Variable” button is pressed as is shown in figure 4. Poorly 

measured data points will extend beyond the short tails of the major population members.  

The graph provides an easy method for determination of the proper variable range limit selections for the control. A box-plot 

at the top of the graphic defines the four quartiles of a proper distribution. These quartiles are specified in the five threshold 

settings displayed in the lower right of the graphic as “Q0:” through “Q4”. Optical variable minimum and maximum values 

can be selected from the Q0 and Q4 values or by visual examination of the histogram itself. 

Variable drop-down: This combo provides a selection tool for the culling variable. Select the “None” setting to disable this 

tool and any culling by variable. 

Max:/ Min fields: These two fields define the maximum and minimum allowable extent of the data. The values of these 

fields are set to the dataset maximum and minimum values when a variable name is selected from the Variable drop-down 

control. Entering a value closer to the median, or “M” value of the histogram box-plot, will result in the exclusion of data 

points outside of the envelope defined as: 

Min <= Data Range <= Max. 

Points Removed:  This field exhibits the total number of data points removed during the analysis based upon the settings 

entered into the “Min” and “Max” fields.  

Culling with the Mouse 

Use the left-mouse button to box in a section of any graphic on the interface. A pop-up menu will appear and you will be 

presented with options that allow you to view, graph, cull or restore the data points enveloped by the box. Data culling with 

the mouse is discussed in greater depth in the “GettingStarted_TEAproducts” document referenced at the start of this section. 

Comparative Graphic Control 

The reference data is plotted on the left side of the interface, the matching data is on the right. Each graph can be edited by 

right-clicking the graphic with the mouse and using the pop-up interface editor described in the 

“GettingStarted_TEAproducts” document. 

Additional controls are located in the button-bar located on the upper right of the 

graph window and shown in figure 5.  Discussion follows for each button, left-to-

right on the bar: 

Refresh:   This will refresh the graphic without going through the full calculation. 

Any changes to variable, culling and other setup parameters will not be updated. 

Clone: Creates a duplicate of the graphic and plots the results in a separate pop-

up window. 

Expand: Expands the current graphic area across the window. The alternate 
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graphic display is eclipsed by this graphic until the “Expand” button is pressed a second time to reduce the area to its original 

size. 

Eye Dropper: Copies the current graphs characteristics such as font size, scaling, vector range color key etc. The Eye-

Dropper consists of two buttons, the first eyedropper-button grabs the characteristics, and the second applies the 

characteristics to the graph. This eye dropper is used to easily copy the graph scale and characteristics to the other display 

graph so that an easy comparison with equal scaling can be performed. 
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Figure 6: Difference Matching interface controls. 

DDiiffffeerreennccee  MMaattcchhiinngg  

VR Difference Matching provides an opportunity to see the true effects of drift and changes to the process within a single or 

across multiple datasets.  Using this technique you can see subtle changes in the process such as: 

• the true corrections to lot alignment made by a scanner model update, 

•  tool improvements obtained after maintenance  

• or the influence of lens or reticle heating during extended exposure of the lot. 

In the Difference Matching analysis, the reference data, as set up in the Comparative Match interface, is subtracted from the 

match data. This implies that any data points removed or culled from the two data sets will not be included in the analysis of 

the difference. 
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Data Requirements 

Data requirements are almost non-existent:  

• The substrates can be of different sizes. 

•  Site measurement locations can be different and field sizes can be different. 

• Grid-array shapes and die-layouts on the substrate can also be different.  

If VR Difference Matching cannot find an exactly corresponding substrate and field location between reference and match 

layouts then the analysis looks for the nearest sites and interpolates the proper results using localized surface modeling 

techniques. This capability means that the engineer can reduce the reference data to one field or even one point in a field and 

the matching data subtraction will continue without error while maintaining the greatest match accuracy. 

Reports & Data Saved 

Match Difference reports are saved in the Matching Lot data workbook and entered into the “Index” spreadsheet.  

Worksheet Characteristics 

MatchReport Summarizes the difference of the datasets and the setup controls used. Statistics are 

presented for each exposure, family and wafer showing the Reference, Match and 

Difference statistics. Match conditions such as data culling and exposure are also 

detailed. 

This report can be saved to other workbooks or an internet “html” format report site using 

the “File/Save As” commands native to Microsoft Excel. 

Sample Report Section: 
 Family Focus Dose Feature Count Mean 

Match BA-XY-
NOM 

0.0000 0.0000 Xreg 969.0000 1.9356 

Reference BA-XY-
NOM 

0.0000 0.0000 Xreg 969.0000 1.6272 

Difference BA-XY-
NOM 

0.0000 0.0000 Xreg 969.0000 0.3084 

 

Difference(filename) Optional worksheet containing the difference lot data. This data can then be loaded as a 

sub-data sheet in the Vector Raptor or Weir Interface. The “filename”  variable is the 

name of the Match Lot so a lot with the name “XYdata” will be saved to worksheet 

“Difference(XYdata)” 

 

Difference data can be saved as either a data worksheet in the Matching Lot data workbook or as a separate Difference Lot 

data workbook. This data can then be loaded into Vector Raptor or the Weir Wavefront Engineering interfaces for additional 

modeling and analysis. 

Difference Match Setup 

Referencing the controls shown for the interface in figure 6: 

Calculate Command: Begins the calculation of the difference lot. 

Plot Command:  Re-plots the difference graphs without re-calculation of the difference lot. 

Point-to-Point:   Select this radio-button to force an exact site-location correspondence for difference calculation. If an exact 

location cannot be found then the site data is not transferred to the difference lot. 

Interpolate: If an exact site correspondence cannot be found then the reference data for the site is calculated by modeling the 

nearest neighbor values. A new reference lot containing the reference metrology signature but now on sites corresponding to 

the match-lot is created for the subtraction. 
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Figure 7: Difference Lot output graphics interface for a two substrate 

match lot where “XY2” and “XY3” are the Wafer ID’s for the lot. 

Ignore Wafer ID:  Check this box to allow the software to ignore wafer identification (Wafer ID) correspondence. If 

unchecked, both the Match and Reference wafers must have the same wafer identification. 

Average Field: Check this box to calculate an average reference field from all of the fields of the reference lot. This average 

field and its site values are then subtracted from the match wafer. 

Difference Control Frame 

The controls in this frame, “Feature”, “Graphic”, “Statistics”, “Scale” and “Wafer”, behave in function to those previously 

described for the Matching Interface. 

“Save As” Control Frame 

These controls provide the ability to retain the difference lot for further analysis. When saved as either a worksheet or 

workbook the data can later be loaded and modeled for additional analysis using Vector Raptor, Weir PW, Weir PSFM or 

Microsoft Excel. 

Save Results: Select this check-box to save the Difference Lot data. 

Current Workbook: Select this radio button to save the Difference Lot to the current workbook. 

New Workbook: When selected, the Difference Lot is saved into a new workbook using the name specified in the field 

immediately below.  

NOTE: The new workbook will be saved in the same directory as the Match Lot data workbook. 

 

Difference Match Graphics 

A pop-up interface similar to that of figure 7 

appears after the calculation is completed. This 

interface contains the graphic, statistics and 

summary data of the Difference Lot. 

The interface will display only one graph if the 

match lot contains only one substrate. If the 

match lot has more than one substrate, as in 

figure 7, then the “Difference” tab contains the 

graphic and statistics for all wafers in the lot. A 

tab is added for each substrate of the lot and is 

named with the Wafer ID for the substrate. Each 

single-wafer tab displays the associated graphic 

and statistics for the individual wafer. Finally, 

two additional tabs are then added containing 

trend plots of the Range and Mean values of 

each wafer in the lot. 

Button Bar 

Controls on the button bar allow the screen or 

graphic to be copied to the clipboard. Data 

shown on the graph can also be viewed in a 

spreadsheet format and the eyedropper icons can 

be used to copy and paste the graph’s scale and 

axis sizes to other graphs in the display. 

A “Clone” button will copy the entire interface 

to another pop-up window allowing side-by-side 

comparison of the graphs. This is an especially 

useful tool when comparing individual wafer 

graphics. 
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Figure 8: Two scanner datasets exhibiting different wafer 

layouts and site locations that are to be used for an 

“Interpolated” difference match analysis. 

Figure 9: Resulting “Match Difference” plots for interpolated 

data. 

 

Interpolated Difference Matching 

Interpolated datasets can operate with reference and match-lots that exhibit differing wafer size, field size and site locations 

as shown in figure 8. In this figure the reference data for both the wafer and field layout values are shown on the left side and 

the matching dataset is shown on the right side.  

When a Difference Match calculation is run, the analysis will be displayed in a pop-up window as shown in figure 9. Since 

we are interested in viewing the match-data with the reference removed, the wafer and field layouts will follow those of the 

matching dataset as shown in figure 9.  

Notice the “Interpolated Reference” tab that is now added to the analysis. Since the interpolated reference data cannot be 

directly viewed in the original interface, this tab provides the missing information by displaying the reference dataset as 

interpolated onto the site and wafer layout of the Match Lot. 

Similar to the point-for-point analysis previous performed, if the Interpolated Difference match lot has more than one wafer 

then there will be extra tabs containing plots for each individual wafer as well as the Mean and Range trend plots. 
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Figure 10: Data array showing: 

Top:   XY vector plot of raw data input. 

Bottom Left:     X-reg vector plot of single variable 

Bottom Right:  Y-reg vector plot of data 

AApppplliiccaattiioonn  EExxaammpplleess  

 

1. Data culling for single-wafer analysis 

This example illustrates how the process variation across a wafer can be analyzed using the 
Difference Analysis. A particularly “noisy” metrology sample has been selected for the 
analysis to provide opportunities to illustrate methods for culling poor data. Reference data 
will be restricted to the center die on the wafer and this die will be subtracted from the 
remainder of the wafer data to see the full across-substrate variation.  

Data Input:  A single overlay data file with some sites exhibiting poor metrology. 

Analysis: Examine the variation field-to-field across the wafer. Illustrate methods of data culling so that metrology and setup 

errors are removed and the true process response can be examined. 

Data file:  Nikon_raw_data-fullpgm49pt.XLS 

Raw Data Configuration 

An overlay data set is shown in Figure 10. The vector plot in the top of the figure clearly shows some sites that exhibit poor 

metrology and the resulting large offset in the X-overlay values in the statistics.   

The bottom plots of figure 10 show one-dimensional variable variation for the X-reg (left plot) and Y-reg (right plot) data 

points. X-reg values exhibit a maximum value of 1.3 um, as reported on the “Scale” key on the bottom of the figure, with the 

majority of the data values ranging between 0.0 and -0.1 um as shown in the color bar-code key located in the lower right.  
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Figure 11: Upper: X-reg & Y-reg histogram of raw data 

 Lower:  Variable range culling setting that 

removes 29 data points. 

 
Figure 12: Left:    After removing the data points above, the mouse is used to box-in the fields to the left. 

  Right:  Final Reference data field left after culling all fields but the center field. 

Y-reg values are more uniformly distributed as shown on 

the right-hand plot. 

The analysis will require two levels of data culling: 

1. Both Reference and Match data must remove the 

large X-reg data metrology errors. 

2. The field in the center of the wafer is the 

exposure that is least subject to cross-wafer and 

wafer-edge process variation. The Reference data 

will therefore be culled to remove all but the data 

located on the center field. 

Culling by X-reg Variable Range 

Use the left mouse-button to box-in the vector plot of 

figure 10. Select a histogram plot from the pop-up menu to 

view the graphic of figure 11. 

The Histogram in the upper half of Figure 11 shows both 

X-reg and Y-reg variables with very similar major 

populations extending from -0.1 to approximately 0.0 um. 

The box-plot figures at the top and bottom of the 

histograms confirm this distribution. Some X-reg data 

extends as down below -0.4 um but the extreme points are 

not shown in the X-axis scale range. 

Based on the histogram data, the Variable Range Cull 

settings are selected in the Variable Cull frame and entered as shown in the lower half of figure 11. Subsequent plotting of 

the match or reference data shows that a total of 29 data sites are removed. Since the same data is loaded into both the 

reference and matching sections, these range cull values should be entered into both interfaces to remove the poor metrology 

points. 

Culling User-Selected Sites Using the Mouse 

Next we need to remove all but the data points associated with the center field on the wafer. Recall that this field will be the 

one that is least influenced by process and grid-alignment. If we remove this field, we can then see process variations across 

the wafer/substrate.  Two steps in the field-removal sequence are shown in figure 12. 

The general procedure is to drag the left mouse-button to box in all data points we want to remove and then select the “Cull 

selected data points” pop-up  menu option to remove all points in the box. The status bar at the left-bottom of the interface 

will indicate the number of points removed each time. 
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Figure 13: Reference & Match data ready for Difference Match calculation  

 

Note: Any data points culled by this method can be easily restored by once again boxing in an area 
of the wafer and then selecting “Restore culled data in the selection” from the pop-up menu. 

In our example we chose to first box-in and remove the fields located above the center-field. The 2
nd

 step, shown on the left 

side of figure 12, next removed the data points to the left of the center field. Finally, two box mouse selections, below and to 

the right of the field, resulted in all data being removed except for those data points on the reference  lots center field as 

shown in the right side graphic of figure 12.   

Our reference lot is now ready and to be removed from the Match Lot as shown in Figure 13. The reference lot now contains 

48 active data points in the center field and the Match Lot has had all poor metrology removed.  

Since both lots have the same field-site spacing, we can use the “Point-for-Point” difference calculation without 

Interpolation. An analysis similar to this could also have been performed without data culling by checking the “Average 

Field” control. Since we do not want our data to be influenced by larger edge-wafer excursions, we have instead decided to 

not use the site-averaging method. 

Notice that the reference field in this case has one site removed by the range-cull feature. In a Point-for-Point difference, the 

final difference lot will there have only 48 points per field rather than the full 49 sites of the original layout. 

We now wish to create a “Vector” plot of the X-Y Vector (X-reg,Y-reg) difference and show the resulting statistics. To do 

this we allow the analysis to auto-scale by setting the Scale field value to “0” and checking the “Statistics” box.  

Note that we have chosen not to save the resulting difference data by removing the “Save Results” 
check mark. 

Press the “Calculate” command to create the difference plot of figure 14. 
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 Figure 14: Results of the Difference Calculation 

  Left Plot:  Whole wafer vector plot showing variation across the wafer. 

  Upper Right: Collapsed field plot of vectors plotted at their field-site location. 

  Lower Right: Histogram of X & Y overlay variation across the wafer. 

 

 

Results of the Difference Calculation 

The wafer vector plot of figure 14 illustrates the differences seen across the wafer. Notice that, even though it is partially 

hidden, the center field vectors are of zero length. We will address this with greater clarity below. 

The actual data for the follow plots can be seen in spreadsheet format by selecting the “Data/View 
Data” menu command. 

First observations suggest that the while some individual data points are seen as larger vectors approaching 0.05 um in size, 

most of the noise appears to be associated with across the field variation. There is very little suggestion of across-wafer 

systematic variation. 

The field-vector plot in the upper right illustrates this across-exposure variation. Recall that the wafer-center field values 

were removed from every field on the wafer. Yet the variation across each row of the field-vector plot suggests a noise 

signature that is very systematic. The histogram of the figure also shows the near Gaussian or random distribution of the 

majority of the data points with excursions extending off to the positive values of overlay error. 

This across field signature cannot be a lens or reticle related problem since the center field was removed. 

The variation is therefore represents the basic overlay capability limit of the exposure tool due to across 

reticle scan noise. 

Notice that the full wafer overlay range of Figure 13 is (X,Y) = (0.187, 0.114) um. The across-wafer range of difference 

variation seen in Figure 14 is (0.175, 0.137) um suggesting the very little of the variation is due to lens/reticle problems. Scan 

noise, particularly at the extremities of the left side of the field, are the limiting the capability of this exposure tool. 
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Figure 16:  Variation of slit overlay across wafer.  

          An X-axis stepping of 13.5 mm was used to show field center and edges for the 26.5 mm X die size. 

 
Figure 15: Difference Data plot of variation across the center row of Field Sites 

Examination of Reticle Stage Scan Noise 

Variation across the center row of the field exhibits a base noise-signature for the reticle scan stage. The stage varies about 

zero with the extremities being greatest near the edges as shown in Figure 15. To generate this plot first plot the Difference 

Lot onto a Field-Vector plot as shown on the right side of figure 15. Next use the left mouse-button to box in the center field 

row of data as outlined in the red box on the same plot. Finally choose the “Plot Selected Data/ XY Graph as Columns” menu 

selection from the pop-up menu. 

We added two red lines that plot the path of each X-field-location’s median X & Y data population. To do this: 

• Right click the XY graph of Figure 15 and the Graph Editor interface will appear.   

• Check the Box-Plot field on the “Chart Options” tab to generate a series of box plots.  
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Figure 17:  Variation of X & Y overlay as a function of Radial Distance from Wafer Center 

• After plotting, next select the “Contour Profiles” and “50% median” series check boxes and click the “Apply” 

button. 

• Turn off the box plots by un-checking the “Box-Plot” check box. 

The two red lines plot the course of the median X and Y overlay error vales for each site on the field-row. This is essentially 

the amount of overlay scan noise present in the center of the field as the reticle is exposed in both scan directions and across 

the wafer. The X and Y axis overlay values closely track each other never varying by more than 10 nm except at the extreme 

left hand position on the slit where we see a split difference of close to 20 nm at -12 mm from field center. 

Slit Scan Noise across the Wafer 

We next examine the field noise variation across the full wafer as shown in Figure 16. To create this graph: 

• First plot a wafer-vector plot of the Difference Lot a portion of which is shown in the lower plot of Figure 16. 

• Use the left mouse-button to box in, as shown by the red box, the center row of data sites on the plot. 

• Select the  “Plot Selected Data/ XY Graph as Columns” menu selection from the pop-up menu. 

• Finally right-click the XY graph and turn on the “Connect” check boxes for the X and Y series data and adjust the 

stepping and range of the graph axes. 

First note that the sites of the center field, our “reference” field, are all set to zero because of the subtraction. The left-most 

die on the wafer has the greatest variation due to stage leveling. Every other field, starting with the left-most exposure on the 

wafer, exhibits a high tilt or slope across the slit. Conversely the 2
nd

 and 6
th

 fields show no tilt but a characteristic “W” pattern 

to the slit. The 4
th

 field is represented by the reference die so we see it set to zero. This alternating variation suggests a scan 

direction dependence of the overlay errors that exaggerate the normal scan noise seen across the die. 

Radial Variation across the Substrate 

Select the “Radial” entry from the “Graphic” combo control of the interface to generate the graph of Figure 17. The graph has 

been enhanced by setting the axes and adding two 2
nd

 order fitted curves to the graph using the graph editor. Two 

observations can be quickly made from this plot: 

• The points located < 12 mm from the wafer center are all zero in value thus representing the reference field located 

at the center of the wafer. 

• The variation at the wafer edge position greater than 90 mm is significantly different than those of the interior dice. 
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Figure 18: FOCAL® Data Layout before corrections 

 

2. Scanner pre-Align Stage Performance and Focus Correction 

In this application, VR Matching is used to determine why an ASML FOCAL®
1
 correction did not optimize an 

immersion scanners focus uniformity.  FOCAL metrology data was taken by the system prior to the correction 

for both the pre-alignment and post-alignment chucks. FOCAL then optimized the focus and a 2
nd

 data set was 

gathered. Overall focus median values were found to improve but the scanner still exhibited unexplained large 

focus errors.  

VR Matching was used to import and analyze both before and after-correction data sets in an attempt to find the 

cause and correct this poor performance. VR Matching found that while FOCAL improved the focus at the field 

edges, the center of the exposure and therefore the overall uniformity degraded. 

To determine the true source of the error, VR Matching next applied the Difference Calculator to determine the 

difference in performance between the pre-alignment and exposure chucks. Finally, comparisons of scanner 

performance both before and after FOCAL corrections were made. This last analysis allowed VR Matching to 

extract the exact correction-reaction of the optical train. The correction model used by FOCAL was found to be 

in error. A simple edge-field correction of the scan-stage would have resulted in a significant improvement of 

performance. 

 

Raw Data Configuration 

Data Input:  Two FOCAL data sets 

measured by the scanner tool. Best 

Focus for both chucks plus the stage-

precision data has been imported. 

Analysis: Examine across field focus 

uniformity for the tool prior to 

FOCAL® optimization. Chuck 

performance is determined and the 

source of overall performance 

degradation is calculated. Next the 

data taken by FOCAL after correction 

is analyzed. The performance after 

correction is shown to have improved 

center-field performance but also 

resulted in a greater range in overall 

full-field focus error. The Before & 

After data sets are then subtracted to 

calculate the corrections actually 

applied to the tool by FOCAL®. 

Data files:   FODSC_FocalImmersion_1stSet.XLS 

  FODSC_FocalImmersion_2ndSet.XLS 

FOCAL® Data General Layout: Before Correction 

An ASML Focal Analysis was performed on an immersion scanner. The metrology is converted from registration data to 

three distinct sets of focus data. The focus data consists of full field, or “Best Focus”, for each scanner chuck, and a second 

focus set of focus stage-precision data. 

The two sets of  “Scanner Chuck” data comprise that of the measured focus uniformity on the pre-alignment chuck (“Chuck 

1”) and the field exposure chuck (“Chuck 2’). 

                                                           
1
 Registered Trademark of ASML Inc.  http:://www.ASML.com 
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Figure 19: Chuck #1 (top) compared to Chuck #2 (bottom).  

VR Matching imports this data as recorded by metrology but the Stage Precision data is condensed to a single field on the 

wafer for convenience as shown in figure 18. The data is identified by the software as three families as shown in the 

“Family” checkbox from the interface in the lower right side of the figure.  

We will examine only the Best Focus data in the remainder of this analysis. Statistics shown in figure 18 include not only the 

chuck-response but also the stage precision numbers. 

Performance Variation between Wafer Stages 

Figure 19 illustrates both the method and data gathered for the focus data before correction. The same data set, 

”FODSC_FocalImmersion_1stSet.XLS” , was loaded into the Reference and the Matching interfaces. The “Before 

Correction” “Family” check box was used to restrict the reference data to only that measured on chuck #1 as shown in the top 

half of Figure 19. Similarly the matching data shown in the bottom half of the figure presented the focus uniformity of the 

second chuck. 

Note that the focus ranges and standard deviation on both stages is rather large but very repeatable for both chuck #1 and 

chuck #2. The average focus value between the two chucks is about -5 nm lower on chuck #2. The source of the large range 

in focus values becomes apparent if the vector-plotted field graphs are observed. Chuck-to-chuck differences, other than the 5 

nm offset, are easily seen. The major variance in this data is caused by the left-most site-column of focus data with some 

lesser but still strong contribution from that on the right side of the field. The field uniformity without these edge-columns is 

much more uniform across the majority of the field exposure’s center area. This response suggests that the source of the 
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Figure 20: Focus uniformity Before (top) and After (Bottom) correction. Data shown overlays chuck 1 & 2. 

Histograms represent data exclusive of the left-and-right most focus columns illustrating the superior 

performance of the tool prior to FOCAL correction across field center. 

focus error may in fact be aperture vignetting of the scan-slit but the more likely cause is the limitation of the FOCAL sensor 

array, which is results in poor metrology at the extremities of the scan slit. 

FOCAL however does not have the capability of noticing the field-location based source of variance and simply chose to 

correct the overall field focus in an attempt to minimize the variance. This resulted in a minimization of the errors for the 

field edge while moving the corresponding error values into field center as is shown in figure 20. The actual mechanism for 

this will be shown in the Difference measurement calculation presented later in this section. 

Performance after focus correction 

Figure 20 plots the focus uniformity across each field for both before and after focus correction on the scanner. Each field 

displays both chuck #1 & #2 data. Therefore, each site on the field displays two vector focus values. Scaling on each plot has 

been set to 10 nm for each comparison. Scaling was fixed by right-clicking the image to use the plot editor.  

The mean focus value on the corrected field has shifted down to values about 4 nm more negative in focus. X and Y focus 

means are closer than before the correction but still exhibit the significant shift. Unfortunately the range of focus values 

across the field has significantly risen after correction as has the variance. So while the focus correction improved the 

difference between X and Y average values the full-field range and variance has degraded. This effect on focus becomes 

apparent if the two columns of sites located at X=+/- 12 mm from field center are excluded and plotted on histograms as 

shown in the figure. Quite clearly the before-correction spread of focus has been degraded and will result in greater critical 

feature variation across the exposure field in the field-center critical areas.  
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Figure 21: Across-slit focus uniformity before (top) & after (bottom) correction. 

Examination of the after-correction field in the lower half of figure 20 reveals both a general tilt of the field resulting in over 

10 nm of variance from upper left to lower right. Also notice the chuck-to-chuck variation between focus vectors in the upper 

left quadrant of the exposure. 

We can investigate this across-field variation with greater detail by using the left mouse-button to box in the center row of 

data in each field plot to obtain response corresponding to focus uniformity across the field-center slit location. Generate the 

graphs of figure 21 by selecting the XY Plot from the pop-up menu that appears when the button is lifted. 

Chuck #1 X & Y focus values are plotted as circles in these plots while the Chuck #2 data are displayed as filled squares. X-

focus corresponds to the focus variation seen by the edges of a vertically-oriented feature and is therefore called “dz-V” by 

the metrology. Similarly “dz-H” will sometimes be called the Y focus value. Variable names are dictated by the user 

metrology rather than Vector Raptor. 

The offset in average focus and field-center-slit improvement in focus range resulting from the focus improvement is easily 

seen in figure 21. Also notice that the chuck-#1 to #2 splitting has been removed. 

Examining field response on the graphs on the right side of figure 21 for the row located at +10 mm above field center we 

now increase the plot scales to almost double those of the field center. This graph cleannrly shows the degradation in 

performance resulting from the correction.  
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Figure 22: Vector Raptor Match Report for correction added by the FOCAL software 

 
Figure 23: VR Matching Difference plot showing corrections added by the FOCAL software. 

Difference Measurement of the FOCAL Correction Applied 

We next select the “Difference” tab in the vector raptor interface. The “before correction” data is used as the reference and 

subtracted from the ‘after correction” data. No actual data culling is needed except for the removal of the precision focal data 

family. To calculate the data we selected a the “Point-for-point” subtraction option and the pressed the “Calculate” command 

button. The results, representing the focus change actually made to the tool, are shown in figures 22 and 23. 

The matching report shown in Figure 22 illustrates the mean -5 nm shift imparted by the correction. The overall correction 

range of values added removed a 12 nm spread of values with only 0.6 nm of difference between X and Y correction values. 

However the vector plot of figure 23 is more interesting since the source of the focus-error signature seen in the bottom plot 

of figure 20 now becomes apparent. 

Figure 23 clearly shows the induced field tilt. The barrel distortion layout of the plot was used to correct for the error 

contributed by the high focus errors seen in the sites located at the field edges,  +/- 12 mm from field center. If the -12 mm 

left-hand site-column data is closely examined, we can see that the correction tracked the general signature of the columns 

focus error going from high values at the top of the column at the top of the exposure to small values with opposite sign at the 

bottom. Examine the top plot of figure 20 in comparison with that of figure 23 to see this signature. However the large values 

of this column’s distortions were not damped quickly enough as the focus moved to those located nearer the center of the 

field. 

The overall effect of the FOCAL correction was to reduce the focus errors at the extremities of the field while increasing 

focus non-uniformity, and therefore increasing critical feature dimensional nonuniformity, in the field center. 
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Figure 24: Exposure Dose and Focus Matrix values shown from the Weir Main interface layout. 

 

3. BARC Performance Process Window Comparison Without Models 

VR Matching is used to comparatively evaluate the process performance of six BARC layers from two 

vendors and a bare “NoBARC” layer. The target is an 80 nm, dense line structure with 1:1 loading. A 

CD-SEM has been used to measure Bottom Critical Dimension (BCD) data and operators visually 

confirmed the number of standing and collapsed line-pairs across the focus exposure (FEM) matrix. 

One data point per exposure-field is measured.  

The analysis first performs a comparative analysis to visually examine the Process Window using color 

coded limit definitions for both BCD and Collapsed features. Next the features are filtered to include 

only those within the Process Window defined space and performance of each BARC film is again 

compared.  

A final and highly sensitive response analysis, that allows not only Process Window size but also 

robustness of the process films to exposure variation within the window, is performed using VR 

Difference matching. 

Data Input:  Seven datasets, representing CD-SEM metrology of six BARC and one bare wafer layer, are combined into a 

single data analysis workbook for VR Matching. 

Analysis: Determine the optimal BARC film for an 80 nm process from six vendor samples. 

Data file:  Weir_Process_BARC.XLS 

Raw Data Configuration 

Seven wafers were exposed. One wafer was processed without an anti-reflection coating and each of the remaining six wafers 

was coated with a different commercial Bottom Anti-Reflection Coating (BARC). The objective of the analysis was to 

competitively compare Process Window and performance of each commercial BARC. 
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Figure 25: Bottom Critical Dimension (BCD)  SEM Measurements for all seven wafers 

Color bar-code has been set to 80 nm +/- 10% range of process window 

 

 
 

 

Figure 26: “Collapsed Line” settings for seven BARC Wafers. 
 

Each wafer contained a focus-exposure matrix of nested features as shown in figure 24. The wafers were process identically 

with the exception of the BARC layer. One nested site of 80 nm features was measured on each exposure field. The features 

were measured using a commercial CD-SEM. The objective was to determine the most robust BARC coating by measuring 

the extent of a +/-10% Process Window of Bottom Critical Dimensions (CDs). Since the sites were able to be viewed by the 
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Figure 27: Wafer without BARC (left) compared to wafer with Expo4073D BARC. 

CD-SEM, the operator also recorded the number of features that were resolved in the line-space pairs by counting the number 

of profiles standing from 1 to a maximum of 7 peaks. 

Data was assembled into one lot of seven wafers for this analysis. Assembly was simple since the imported CD-SEM data of 

Vector-Raptor could be easily copied and pasted into a master Weir Workbook. Each BARC coating here is designated using 

the Wafer ID for the dataset. 

A total of 836 measurements for the seven wafers is displayed in figure 25. The process target size is 80 nm with a +/-10% 

Process Window. Process Window visualization here is enhanced by right clicking the graphic and setting the bar-code range 

key to the 72 to 88 nm settings shown in the figure. Any exposure-site that is not dark blue or deep red will be within the 

Process Window. 

Features included nested pairs of seven line-space profiles. This data was also gathered by the SEM operator and manually 

entered into the Weir data using the FEM Format editor of Weir. Figure 26 displays the number of standing lines in the 

exposure data with values that range from 1 to 7 representing the number of well defined and standing line/space pairs. 

Vector Raptor was able to use the “Collapse” variable as a data-culling tool by setting the features minimum threshold to 3 

lines and therefore excluding poor exposures outside of the process definition. 

The Process Window response of any two BARC constituents can be easily compared using the VR Matching as shown in 

Figure 27. This method is much more direct than the complexity of adding in a classic Process Window analysis and 

visualization of the process response as well as the observation of poor metrology points is superior to classic methods since 

the analysis is not dependant upon a complex polynomial model interpretation. Finally, although this data has only one point 

per exposure field, the same plot could have been employed on a mult-field-site analysis of the entire exposure field’s 

Process Window response thereby incorporating the influence of lens aberrations and edge-field effects. 

Visualization in figure 27 used the Color-Bar Key to help in determining the Process Window extent. The user could also 

have used the Variable Culling tool to set the Process Windows maximum and minimum values thereby eliminating  “out-of-

specification” metrology points. 

The areas of figure 27 that are not deep red or blue define the process window. Placing the process exposure at the center of 

the window is as simple as either selecting the exposure site on the graph or using the mouse to box-in the desired process 

space and viewing the resulting box-enclosed data set. The advantage of using a BARC coating in the process is clearly seen 

in this data since the Process Window of the right vector plot of Figure 27 is much greater than that of the bare wafer. 
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Figure 28: Difference Comparison Setup 

EXPO4008 BARC (Left) as “Reference” compared with remaining six BARC responses (Right). 

 
Figure 29: Difference Comparison Setup of the exact Process Window 

EXPO4008 BARC (Left) as reference compared with remaining six wafers (Right). 

Bottom CD values here are restricted to the process window range of 72 < BCD < 88 nm 

 

Difference Comparison of BARC Process Windows 

The Expo4008 BARC was selected, by visual comparison using the comparative display method of the previous section, as a 

film exhibiting one of the largest Process Window responses. Figure 28 displays the Reference data of Expo4008 in 

comparison with the remaining six film responses that will comprise the “Matching” lot. Once again the bar-key coding in 

this figure is set to the limits of the desired Process Window of 80 nm +/- 10% allowing both the Process Window as well as 

the remaining well-defined, but out-of-specification, line-space pairs to be viewed. Selections were performed by loading the 

same data lot into both Reference and Matching lot objects. Individual films for each were then selected using the “Wafer 

ID” checkbox. VR Matching can now be used in the Difference Calculation mode to observe the process variation of each 

wafer. 

There is only one point per field so interpolation during the “Difference” calculation is not needed; the “Point-for-point” 
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Figure 30: Process Window, Difference Comparison for All BARCs 

option was selected. During the Difference calculation, VR Matching will find the nearest field value on the Reference wafer 

to any fields on the Matching lot wafers. So if a match-wafer, or in this case BARC coating, is on an exposure-field that is 

not contained in the reference, the program will search for the nearest reference exposure and use that data. 

• Tip: Including all valid data points, both in the process window and external to it, as in 
Figure 28, is an excellent method for discovering process extension capabilities. Any 
process capable of moving to smaller feature sizes can easily be evaluated and 
centered using this method by simply changing the color-bar key limits. 

However, when the process limits are well defined we can obtain a precise measurement of the extent of the Process Window 

for each film by restricting the feature values to these limits. In this dataset we used the variable-culling tool to restrict BCD 

values to the process-window range of 72 < BCD < 88 nm and re-plotted the graphs of Figure 28 into those of Figure 29. 

Now the exact shape and extent of the process-exposure space can be comparatively seen. In addition to shape and range the 

stability of critical feature size within the space can also be evaluated as a measure of the robustness of the process. 

Since the exposure layout centers the Process Window near the physical center of the wafer, we’ll observe BCD variation of 

BARC as a function of the exposure radius from the wafer center by selecting the “Radial Plot” drop-down graph. This 

method implies that the greater the radial distance, the greater the extant of the film’s Process Window.  We generate the 

Difference Calculation by simply pressing the “Difference” Command button to create the plot interface of Figure 30. 

 In the graphic of Figure 30 the response of each BARC film can be easily viewed by clicking the appropriate tab on the 

interface. There is one tab set up for each wafer, in this case BARC film, of the data lot. The final three (3) tabs of the 

interface show the Trend Plots associated with each BARC’s response. 

• Tip: We used the graph editor to set up the X and Y axis stepping for the Difference graph 
shown in the Figure. Next use the eye-dropper buttons to copy the graph setup characteristics 
of this first graph and apply them to each of the following BARC response films as you display 
each tabbed graphic. 

The six remaining BARC Process Window plots, which are accessed using each of the interface tabs, are shown in the plots 

of figure 31. The comparison is now restricted to only points whose feature size lies within the desired Process Window so 

we can see the performance quality and extent of each BARC clearly defined as the number of data points actually on the 

chart. That is, the greater the number of plotted points and their range from Radius=0, the greater the extent of the Process 

Window.  

Based purely on Process Window size the Expo4073D BARC exhibits the largest window. Looking at the approximate 

average CD difference value of this film, we can see that it also exhibits a small feature size shift from the bare, or “No 

BARC”, process wafer. This suggests that exposure times should not have to significantly increase using this BARC. Feature 

size ranges can be estimated by an examination of the population spread, or envelope, of points along the ordinate of the 
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Figure 31: Process Window Difference Comparison  for each BARC Film 

 Radial range along the abscissa indicates the extent of exposure size of the process window. 

 Spread of the population along the ordinate indicates the robustness of the film to process variance. 

graph. The Expo4073D range of CD values appears to be approximately the same as those of the No-BARC or bare wafer.  

This implies that the process window has been expanded but process performance is not improved beyond bare wafer values.  

Examination of the “envelope” of the plotted data points yields the comparative performance of each BARC film. A film that 

exhibits a point-spread envelope centered nearest the zero ordinate value exhibits a closer match performance in exposure 

response to the reference BARC. An example of a good match to the reference is found in the Expo4061H_vk90 plot.  

A different mean value implies an offset in the average feature size from the selected reference BARC. This is commonly 

observed between any BARC film and a process not using BARC as shown in the graph of the upper left of the figure. The 

greater the shift in this mean value from the bare wafer exposure, the greater the exposure change needed for the film. 

The plot whose population contains the minimum envelope-spread along the BCD ordinate values along with the greatest 

range along the abscissa, or exposure values will sustain the greatest process and the most robust response of critical feature 

profile size. This film will not only exhibit a large process window but will also support the tightest histogram-spread of 

points within that window. For example, although the Expo4037D BARC exhibits the greatest process window size, the 

EXPO40618_vk90 film supports a window that is only slightly smaller while at the same time exhibiting a much tighter 

variation in BCD values across the window and a closer average value to that of the bare wafer response. 

The last three tabs of the Difference Interface exhibit the statistical trend response of each film relative to the reference 

BARC using summary statistics displayed on Trend Plots. 
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Figure 33: Range of BCD Differences within the Process Window from the reference film for each BARC tested. 

 
Figure  32: Mean-Difference Tab Plot showing BCD Mean Difference from the Reference and Standard         

Deviation for each film within the defined Process Window. 

Trend Plots 

The Mean Difference +/- Standard Deviation for each film, shown in figure 32, can be selected from the “Mean” tab. In this 

instance, the shift in exposure or BCD offset values shows the match similarity of the film to that of the reference. The error-

bars show the robustness of the film and process to exposure variation. 

Here we can see that the closest match to the bare wafer CD values is the Expo4073D film. The closest match to our 

reference BARC is found on the Expo4061B_vk90 film. An examination of the error bars for each process window provides 

instant evaluation of the standard deviation of features sizes within the process window. Here the Expo4061B_vk90 BARC 

film also exhibits the tightest population spread of feature sizes and will result in the most robust process performance. 

Figure 33 further clarifies the process robustness of each film by plotting the range of BCD variation from the reference 

values for each film. 


